Conducting Studies with Experts

Supervisors: Alena Naiakshina
            Anastasia Danilova
About us …

• Our research field:

Usable Security and Privacy for Developers & Administrators
Overview Topics

1. Documentation Usability
2. Own ideas
Lab Topic 1: Documentation Usability

• Documentation leads to more secure code
• How can API documentation be evaluated? Find criteria to evaluate documentations

• Design a guideline & conduct a developer study to investigate documentation usability

• Possibly as group project
Literature

• You Get Where You're Looking for: The Impact of Information Sources on Code Security
  Yasemin Acar ; Michael Backes ; Sascha Fahl ; Doowon Kim ; Michelle L. Mazurek ; Christian Stransky

• Developers Need Support, Too: A Survey of Security Advice for Software Developers
  Yasemin Acar ; Christian Stransky ; Dominik Wermke ; L. Mazurek ; Sascha Fahl
Own ideas

• Any **own ideas** for a project in Usable Security and Privacy for developers/admins?

GREAT!

• We’d love to work with you on that!
Apply

• Please send your exposé to:
  
  naiakshi@cs.uni-bonn.de or danilova@cs.uni-bonn.de

**Deadline for exposé: 2nd October**

• On the **5 October** you will be informed whether you were chosen/not chosen for your favourite lab topic
• **Register deadline for the lab in BASIS:** 31.10.2018